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Abstract 
Living in a time where mobility and wireless information are of great interest 
when developing new computer artifacts, but paper and pen, which are the most 
used artifacts of today for taking brief notes and scheduling, are easy not to 
consider even though we have seen that they are very mobile. In this report we are 
discussing the use of both paper and mobile computer artifacts and their properties 
to see where mobile computer artifacts can support or replace paper artifacts in 
connection to brief notes and schedules.  
 We believe that the work toward a design is just as important as the design it 
self, which is why this report also includes the methods and the results from it.  
 Our research question is how different designs affect the possibilities of 
taking notes, planning and also what paper artifacts mediate to you, which digital 
do not do today. The question resulted in ideas of how the properties of paper and 
digital artifacts should be considered in the developing of computer artifacts for 
taking brief notes and scheduling, design ideas and a mock-up of our Digital 
Interactive Organizer. 
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Glossary 
In this report we define: 
 

• Digital objects as information stored and shown on computer artifacts  
• Digital information as information shown on computerized interfaces  
• Digital artifacts as artifacts storing digital objects and showing digital 

information especially mobile computer artifacts like WAP-phones and 
handheld computers  
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